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Make Money With Me
I Hit Again! 069 in New York
(March 12, 2018)

Check out my other hits here:
https://pick3master333.com/box-hits/

I am happy now because I got my money back (I got two hits so
far this week; 490 yesterday and 609 today; both box hits);
another hit will be pure profit. I say that because I am playing
19 numbers here (one of the digits repeats in my pairs 40, 60;
so one number repeats; 604). Here are the 19 numbers I am
playing this week (I removed 604):

400 401 402 403 404 405 406 407 408 409
600 601 602 603 605 606 607 608 609
I am playing these for 0.25 cents box at 5dimes.com, so each
drawing costs me $4.75 (19 X 0.25). The cost for the entire
week is $4.75 X 14 or $66.50.
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Each hit pays $37.50 and I hit twice so far, so I won 75, so I
increased my bankroll by $8.50 ($75 - $66.50) – not a lot, but
money is money. Everything is good if my bankroll keeps going
UP every week (and it has been in the last two weeks!). I will be
putting 0.50 cents on the numbers once my bankroll is around
$400. I say that because it will cost me $133 per week to play
the numbers for 0.50 cents (19 X 0.50 X 14) and $133 X3 is
$399.
Make Money With Me: You can make money with me; just
copy what I am doing. I am doing all the hard work coming up
with the pairs; all you have to do is play them because I am
giving them out for FREE on Sunday! You will need $66.50 per
week; so the minimum you will need to have in your 5dimes
account is 3X this or $200. You can play ANY state from
5dimes.com.
FREE 5dimes Reports: If you know nothing about 5dimes.com,
email me with this on the subject line of your email and I will
email you 3 FREE reports that explain how 5dimes works and
the traps to avoid: Send all 5dimes Reports. You can email me
at aanewyork4000@gmail.com

How I Play My Numbers: I spend the entire $66.50 on Sunday
morning because I play 19 numbers for the entire week in one
shot. I call this Blanket Betting.
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I would have missed several hits if I would have not done this
because the same pair will repeat later in the week and I may
decide not to play it again if I am playing draw to draw (“this
pair hit already; I don’t have to play it again”). So; if you are
going to copy me, you will have to do this as well; play all 19
numbers for the entire week at 5dimes.com on Sunday
morning. You will spend all $66.50 in one shot – but the good
news is that you are done for the week; you will not have to
worry about playing your numbers for the coming week (you
play the numbers ONE time early on Sunday morning and you
play them for 7 days: Sunday to Saturday).
Something to keep in mind is that there will be misses on
certain weeks (weeks with no hits) but this system makes up for
it; you may see 3 or 4 hits the following week!
And keep in mind that you can take my training program to
learn how to do this yourself. You can learn more about it here:
https://pick3master333.com/best-system/
Finally; this is a COMPLEX system. It is difficult to learn. If you
decide to take my program, you will have to PUSH through the
complexity and persist until you reach the end (the “end” is
Lesson 23: there are currently 23 lessons in the program). Feel
free to email me if you have any questions.

The Pick 3 Coach
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